Education

Introduction
Nashua Limited is not only a leading distributor of digital office automation and document output solutions in
Southern Africa, but is also a leading provider in the marketplace in the Managed Document Solutions (MDS) field.
Nashua’s MDS approach analyses an organisation’s processes and document workflow. Working with Nashua can
revolutionise the way your organisation manages information. Nashua’s end goal is aimed at implementing workflow
and information management solutions that reduce cost and complexity, thus improving operational effectiveness.
Companies that fully embrace the Nashua MDS measure can find that it serves as a potent catalyst for business and
technology change. Greater enterprise value will accrue from enhanced controls, improved information quality and a
more streamlined structure, thus resulting in huge cost savings and minimized complexities.

Nashua ProAct
Nashua ProAct is an innovative fleet management solution that helps Nashua to increase our office efficiency and
productivity for all of our document output devices, through constant monitoring of your printers or MFP’s. Nashua
ProAct reports critical status and condition information to our technical data centers. Moreover this solution is
provided to you at no cost as it allows us to deliver our best possible service!
So how does it work? Nashua ProAct collects data on an ongoing basis and delivers the information in the form of
customisable statistics and analysis reports, thus assisting our service departments’ efficient maintenance of your
print infrastructure resulting in advanced performance levels. Meter readings are automatically synchronized with
Nashua’s ProAct server, eliminating manual capturing of the data while delivering increased billing accuracy. Lastly
adaptive service management proactively manages your toner supplies, ensuring the right supplies are delivered to
you at the right time without you having to lift a finger!
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Complete control over print, copy, scan and fax
PaperCut MF is a simple, low cost software application for education that lets you take control and manage your
printers, copiers and multi-function devices.

What can PaperCut bring to Education?
PaperCut is developed by former system administrators who understand the ongoing needs of print management in
educational environments, these include:
Departmental Billing
PaperCut is a complete solution for education with support for student quota’s / charging and staff billing via
simple pop-up selection. Report by user, device and department is supported.
iPad Printing / BYO Devices
PaperCut’s iPad printing solution brings printing to the mobile platform with our iOS app as well as ‘Web Print’
100% browser-based, driverless printing for student laptops.
Handling Student Payments
PaperCut allows users to add credit unassisted with Top-Up pre-paid cards or via industry leading online payment
gateways.
Monitoring & Reporting
PaperCut is packed full with over 80 prebuilt reports as well as ‘ad-hoc’ reporting. All reports can be sent or
scheduled to be emailed to key staff members automatically.
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Benefits of PaperCut
Control costs with simple
account, bill or charge for
every copy, print, scan and
fax

Access devices via
login, account code or
ID/access card

Manage copiers
printers and users from
a streamlined web
interface

Enforce responsible use
using rules, limits and
auto-notifications

Report usage and costs
by page, by user, device
and function

Secure confidential
documents and release
anywhere with Find-Me
print

PaperCut solutions for Education?
PaperCut is designed for schools and universities of all sizes. From browser access for students and staff to mixed
platform support (Windows, Macintosh OS X and Novell), PaperCut can handle the unique challenges of campus
networks. Flexible group level controls including monitoring, quotas, charging, print job filtering and hold/release
queues allow you to precisely manage your print resources.
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Problems solved with PaperCut Software:
Wasteful printing and large documents tie up our printers
You can set an upper document size to stop unusually large print jobs. Other filters include a maximum number
of copies, color and duplex printing. There is even a filter to stop “double submitted” jobs caused by accidently
clicking the Print icon twice.
Users don’t like change
PaperCut is designed to be phased into production. You can implement silent monitoring as a first phase, then
add quotas and printer rules, and introduce user pays printing when the processes are well established. Our
Implementation Guide will show you how to roll out PaperCut without disrupting the workflow of your staff and
students.
“Guest” account users and wireless users are anonymous on the network
Anonymous users can be authenticated for printing using the PaperCut client software, a hold/release queue or
PaperCut’s user w eb tools.
Print management systems are too expensive
Our special educational pricing won’t break your budget because you won’t pay extra for the number of servers,
workstations, printers or operating systems on your network. Your savings from reduced consumption or from
offsetting printing costs with user pays printing means that PaperCut is software that truly pays for itself!
We want a system that integrates with our current internet sites and policies
You can tailor the end-user web interface to look like part of your internet. If you want to further extend PaperCut
or provide additional integration with your systems, you can use the full set of APIs included as standard with
PaperCut, fully documented with example source code.
Deploying software on workstations is difficult and time consuming
PaperCut does not require software on each workstation. There is optional client software, but if you decide to use
it, you can run it using the “zero-install” method that launches the software from the PaperCut server.
We don’t have a large staff to install and administer a print management system
PaperCut is self maintaining with features like automatic synchronization with users, groups and printers, automatic
configuration of new user accounts, and automatic periodic quotas. Users can add value to their own accounts with
“top up cards” or by using the optional payment gateway for credit card payments using online systems like PayPal.
Browser-based one-click reports and scheduled automatic email reports make it easy to monitor and report activity.
The IT department appears “reactive” to problems rather than “proactive”
PaperCut automatically tracks printer errors and can be configured to send email or SMS messages to admin or
helpdesk staff when a printer requires attention.
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PaperCut - Save your budget while you save the environment

Set per page costs for
users

Pays for itself

Designed for Education

Self Maintaining
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